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A Method to Assess the Clinical Outcome
of Ridge Augmentation Procedures
Periklis T. Proussaefs,* Gloria Valencia,† Jaime Lozada,‡ and Dimitris N. Tatakis§

Background: Alveolar ridge augmentation procedures are often
needed prior to implant placement or prosthetic rehabilitation. The
purpose of this study was to develop a quantitative method to
assess the clinical outcome of such procedures.
Methods: Two volumetric methods, based on the volume difference between the pre- and postoperative ridge, were developed.
Either a transparent vacuum stent material (method A) or a silicone impression material in a custom acrylic tray (method B) was
used to make an impression of the postoperative stone cast. This
impression was then filled with polyvinylsiloxane bite registration
material (PBRM) and placed on the preoperative cast. The volume
of PBRM at the site of the augmented ridge (corresponding to the
achieved ridge volume increase, in ml) was measured gravimetrically. Two independent examiners used both methods, in random
order, to assess the outcome of 6 diverse clinical cases. Triplicate
measurements were made (method precision). Method accuracy
was assessed by fabrication of metal castings (known volumes)
applied on a preoperative cast to simulate an augmentation procedure.
Results: Intra- and inter-examiner reproducibility was high (intraclass correlation coefficients ≥0.84) for both methods. The volumetric measurements obtained by method B showed excellent correlation with the predetermined augmentation volumes (r2 = 0.99;
y = 0.94x + 0.12), in contrast to the measurements obtained by
method A (r2 = 0.46; y = 0.43x + 1.37).
Conclusions: The developed volumetric method (method B) is
both precise and accurate in assessing the outcome of ridge augmentation. This simple, cost-effective, and easy to implement
method should be helpful in clinical studies of ridge augmentation
procedures. J Periodontol 2002;73:302-306.
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A

lveolar ridge augmentation is
often necessary prior to implant
placement or prosthetic rehabilitation. A variety of methods and materials have been used for implant placement, the most common being the use
of autogenous bone grafts harvested
from extraoral1-4 or intraoral sites.5-8
Xenografts,9,10 allografts,11,12 and alloplastic grafting materials13,14 have also
been used. Most recently, growth factors
have been studied for this purpose.15-17
For pre- and postprosthetic ridge augmentation, soft tissue grafting procedures
have also been used.18-21 Regardless of
graft type (hard or soft tissue) or surgical technique, resorption of the augmented ridge over time has been consistently observed.1-5,15,17,19,21-23
Whether individually or in combination, various methods have been used to
evaluate longitudinally the outcome of
ridge augmentation procedures, as well
as the associated resorption process.
These include radiographic measurements,1,3,5,22 visual interpretation,6,14,17,19
photographs,24 bone sounding using periodontal probes,15,24 use of various types
of calipers during surgery and re-entry or
second stage surgery,7,23-26 evaluations
using a fixation screw7 or a dental
implant27 as a reference, and laboratory
volumetric analysis of casts by optical
projection methods.21,28
The purpose of the present study was
to develop and validate a clinical method
to measure the changes in volume of the
alveolar ridge after ridge augmentation
procedures. Two methods, based on
measurement of the volumetric size dif-
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Table 1.

Case Distribution
Case

Augmentation Sites†

1

18-20

2

12-15

3

2-5

4

29-31

5

18-20

6

23-26

† Corresponding tooth number.

ference between the pre- and postoperative ridge, were developed
and tested.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Design/
Figure 1.
Volumetric Analysis
Ridge augmentation assessment methods. Cross-section of a case as registered by method A (A)
Six archival alveolar ridge augand method B (B).
mentation cases, treated by hard
tissue grafting, were used. For
each case, 2 stone casts were available (pre- and postbite registration material, was then seated on the preoperative; average healing time: 8 months). Case
operative stone cast (Fig. 1). After allowing time for
selection was made to represent both maxillary and
setting, the tray was removed and the excess bite regmandibular sites, including anterior and posterior areas
istration material was trimmed. Similarly to method A,
(Table 1).
the volume was determined gravimetrically.
For the first method (method A), the postoperative
Method Reproducibility
stone cast was used to fabricate a transparent vacTwo independent examiners performed 3 separate
§
uum stent. After confirming the fit of the stent on the
measurements each with each of the 2 methods. The
preoperative stone cast, polyvinylsiloxane bite regisorder between methods was randomly chosen for each

tration material was placed into the stent at the locaof the 6 cases. Examiners were blinded regarding the
tion of the augmented alveolar ridge. The stent was
results of previous measurements, and a minimum of
then placed on the preoperative cast (Fig. 1). The bite
48 hours elapsed before the next set of measurements
registration material was allowed to set and was
were made. For each set of triplicate measurements,
removed from the stent and excess material trimmed.
the same matrix (vacuum stent or custom tray) was
The borders between the grafted area and the nonused.
grafted preoperative area could be easily identified by
the shape of the preoperative area and the thinness of
Method Accuracy
the bite registration material. The material was then
A postoperative ridge was simulated on the edentulous
weighed and its volume calculated, based on its spearea of a preoperative cast by applying 1 to 3 sheets
cific gravity. The volume of the material represented
of base plate wax.†† In this manner, 3 different volthe change in volume of the augmented alveolar ridge.
umes of simulated outcome were produced. The wax
For the second method (method B), a photopolysheets were then cast in a chrome alloy.‡‡ Casting vol¶
merized acrylic resin custom tray was fabricated on
umes were then calculated based on the specific gravthe postoperative cast. An impression of the post-operity of the alloy.
ative cast was then made using a silicone material.#
§ Ultradent Products Inc., S. Jordan, UT.
Separating medium** was then applied onto the sili Exabite II NSD, GC America, Alsip, IL.
cone and on the stone cast. Then the same bite reg¶ Triad, Dentsply International Inc, York, PA.
# Lab-putty, Coltene/Whaledent Inc, Mahawan, NJ.
istration material as used in method A was placed into
** Al-Cote, Dentsply International Inc, York, PA.
the impression at the location of the augmented alve†† Tri-wax, Dentsply International Inc.
‡‡ Rexillium N.B.F., Jeneric/Pentron Inc., Wallingford, CT.
olar ridge. The tray, along with the silicone and the
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The 3 metallic specimens (simulations of a grafting
procedure) were then placed on the preoperative cast.
A minute amount of wax§§ was placed along the
periphery of each metallic specimen to secure it during impression taking. Both method A and B were then
applied for each of the 3 metallic specimens in order
to assess the volume of the alveolar ridge augmentation. Two independent measurements for each method
were made for each metallic specimen by a single
blinded examiner. A minimum of 48 hours was required
between each set of measurements.
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Data were analyzed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures to determine
the effect of examiner and method for volume determination. Post-hoc multiple comparison was performed
when a significant effect was detected. Intra- and interexaminer reproducibility was evaluated by intra-class
correlation coefficient.29,30 Differences between replicate measurements (measurement 1 versus measurement 2, 1 versus 3, 2 versus 3) were analyzed by
ANOVA for repeated measures to determine the effect
of examiner and method. Correlations were examined
by linear regression. Significance level for rejection of
the null hypothesis was set at α = 0.05.
RESULTS
Measured ridge augmentation volumes (ranging
between 0.52 and 1.39 ml) were analyzed by ANOVA,
which indicated no effect for method or examiner (data
not shown). No significant interactions between independent variables existed.
Regardless of the method used, both intra- and interexaminer reproducibility was excellent (intraclass correlation coefficients ≥0.84) (Table 2).
When the accuracy of the methods was assessed (Fig.
2), method B resulted in a significantly stronger correlation with the predetermined augmentation volumes (r2
= 0.99; y = 0.94x + 0.12; P <0.0001) as compared to
method A (r2 = 0.46; y = 0.43x + 1.37; P = 0.046).
Table 2.

Intra- and Inter-Examiner Reproducibility in
Relation to Method for Ridge Volume
Determination
Method A
Intra-Examiner 1

0.84*

0.98*

Intra-Examiner 2

0.97

0.96

Inter-Examiner

0.95

0.98

* Intra-class correlation coefficients.
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Method B

Figure 2.
Linear regression plot of predetermined (x-axis) versus measured
(y-axis) ridge augmentation volume, by method.

Table 3.

Differences Between Replicate
Measurements of Ridge Augmentation
Volume
Examiner

Method A

Method B

1

0.06 ± 0.11*

0.03 ± 0.07*

2

0.02 ± 0.06

0.05 ± 0.11

* Mean ± SD.

Table 3 provides differences between replicate measurements in relation to method for ridge volume determination and examiner. No significant effect on differences between replicate measurements was observed
for any independent variable or their interactions.
DISCUSSION
The diversity in the reported alveolar ridge augmentation outcomes among the different studies may be
attributed, at least in part, to the lack of a consistent
method for measuring the volume of the augmented
alveolar ridge.
§§ Kerr Co., Romulus, MI.
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The present study evaluated 2 methods for assessing the clinical outcome of ridge augmentation procedures. Although both methods were highly reproducible, only method B was sufficiently accurate. The
lack of accuracy for method A may be ascribed to the
clinically-observed expansion of the stent material during the volume registration step. The rigidity of the
custom tray-lab putty combination and resultant lack
of distortion probably account for the high level of
accuracy of method B. The method provides a 3dimensional assessment of the achieved augmentation and measures the volume that the grafting procedure has added to the atrophic alveolar ridge.
Method B reported in this study is not without limitations. The biggest disadvantage is the lack of information regarding the quality of the tissue at the augmented site, since the calculated volume of the alveolar
ridge augmentation may represent bony and/or soft
tissue changes. Combining the method with radiographic analysis would help minimize this shortcoming in cases treated by hard tissue grafting. An additional limitation is that the method cannot be applied
during a surgical procedure and probably should be
avoided during the immediate postsurgical healing
period. Use of this method would not be feasible in
cases with significant tooth mobility, tooth movement
(pathologic or orthodontic), or restorative modification(s) during the postoperative healing period under
study. It has not yet been tested whether the developed method could be adapted to serve fully edentulous cases.
However, the developed method has several advantages when used in appropriate cases. It is non-invasive, simple, easily implemented in any clinical setting, cost-effective, harmless to the patient, and equally
applicable to either hard- or soft-tissue ridge augmentation procedures.
A complicated optical projection method (Moiré)
that makes use of pre- and postoperative casts appears
to be the only other non-radiographic method that has
been validated as accurate and precise in determining
volumetric differences after ridge augmentation.21,28
Although the Moiré projection method is complex,
time-consuming, and requires specialized equipment21
(hence costly and difficult to implement), it may be the
only quantitative method useful for measurement of
very small (50 mm3) volumetric changes after soft tissue procedures.
Among the various methods used for outcome
assessment of hard tissue ridge augmentation procedures, radiographic evaluation is the most common
one. Panoramic,1,3,5,13 cephalometric,2,4,5,22,25 and
intraoral27,31 radiographs have been used for this purpose. The limitations of quantitative radiographic analysis by any of the above types of radiographs are 1) the
2-dimensional representation of three-dimensional

structures and the consequent loss of information
regarding one dimension of the ridge; 2) the need for
standardized projection geometry; and 3) the exposure of patients to ionizing radiation. Computed tomography (CT) scans, which have also been used for evaluation of ridge augmentation procedures,15 may
provide information on all 3 dimensions. However, the
high cost of this procedure limits its application. The
use of any type of radiographic outcome assessment
method at frequent time intervals, during a longitudinal study, may represent a significant health concern
for the participants.
In lieu of or in conjunction with radiographs, several
investigators have used direct measurements; e.g.,
using calipers or periodontal probes.7,8,15,23,24,26,32
Although several methods have been proposed to standardize the measuring process,7,15,16,23,24 there appears
to be no data regarding the reproducibility or accuracy of such direct methods. The main limitation of
these methods is that they can be used only during first
stage or second stage/re-entry surgery. When such
methods are designed or adapted for use between (or
after) surgical procedures, they require local anesthesia.32
Visual interpretation of direct clinical observations,6,14,17,19 or clinical photographic records24 has
also been used to assess the outcome of alveolar ridge
augmentation procedures. These methods, although
attractive because of their simplicity, are prone to subjective estimation that lacks the reproducibility required
for rigorous comparisons within or between studies.
In summary, a simple, easy to implement, reproducible and accurate clinical method (method B) has
been developed to assess the outcome of ridge augmentation procedures.
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